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- January 2018 【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
ジュリア・クリステヴァ『時代の情熱』
Passions of the Times
Kristeva, Julia / Kritzman, Lawrence D. (ed.)

European Perspectives: A Series in Social Thought and Cultural Criticism (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 07 384 p. Hardback 9780231171441 US$35.00
The collection begins with а vivid recollection of celebrating, as a child in Bulgaria, Alphabet Day, the holiday honoring the Cyrillic letters,
that proceeds outward into a contemplation of the writer as translator. Kristeva considers literature with Barthes, freedom through Rousseau,
Teresa of Avila and mystical experience, Simone de Beauvoir’s dream life, and Antigone and the psychic life of women. A group of essays
drawing on her psychoanalytic work delve into Freud, Lacan, maternal eroticism, and the continued importance of psychoanalysis today.

【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
ラウトレッジ版文学と食物必携
The Routledge Companion to Literature and Food
Piatti-Farnell, Lorna & Lee Brien, Donna (ed.)

Routledge Literature Companions (Routledge)
2018 : 02 498 p. Hardback 9781138048430 ￡180.00
The Routledge Companion to Literature and Food explores the relationship between food and literature in transnational contexts, serving
as both an introduction and a guide to the field in terms of defining characteristics and development. Balancing a wide-reaching view of the
long histories and preoccupations of literary food studies, with attentiveness to recent developments and shifts, the volume illuminates the
aesthetic, cultural, political, and intellectual diversity of the representation of food and eating in literature.

【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
今とはなにか
What Is the Present?
North, Michael
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 224 p. Hardback 9780691179698 \4,100
The problem of the present - what it is and what it means - is one that has vexed generations of thinkers and artists. Because modernity
places so much value on the present, many critics argue that people today spend far too much time in the here and now - but how can we
tell without first knowing what the here and now actually is? What Is the Present? takes a provocative new look at this moment in time that
remains a mystery even though it is always with us.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
アンソニー・バージェス著『ピアノ・プレイヤー』
The Pianoplayers: By Anthony Burgess
Carr, Will & Wake, Paul (ed.)

The Irwell Edition of the Works of Anthony Burgess (Manchester U.P.)
2017 : 07 248 p. Hardback 9781526122346 ￡20.00
This novel is one of Anthony Burgess's most accessible and entertaining works. By turns bawdy, raucous, tender and bittersweet, and full of
music and songs, this is a warm and affectionate portrait of the working-class Lancashire of the 1920s and 1930s that he knew from his own
early life. The Pianoplayers is a funny, moving, autobiographical novel that brings to life the world of silent cinemas and music-halls of 1920s
Manchester and Blackpool. Fully annotated and with a new introduction, this is an authoritative text for a new generation of readers.
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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
アンソニー・バージェス著『胸壁からの視界』
A Vision of Battlements: By Anthony Burgess
Biswell, Andrew (ed.)

The Irwell Edition of the Works of Anthony Burgess (Manchester U.P.)
2017 : 07 256 p. Hardback 9781526122032 ￡20.00
The Irwell Edition of the Works of Anthony Burgess is the first scholarly edition of Burgess’s novels and non-fiction works. One of its purposes
is to restore ‘lost’ novels to the canon of available work. The edition will include stage plays, musical libretti, letters and essays. A Vision of
Battlements is the first novel by the writer and composer Anthony Burgess, who was born in Manchester in 1917. Set in Gibraltar during the
Second World War, the book follows the fortunes of Richard Ennis, an army sergeant and incipient composer who dreams of composing great
music and building a new cultural world after the end of the war.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ラウトレッジ版大英帝国植民地時代の女性・ジェンダー研究必携
Routledge Companion to Women, Sex, and Gender in the Early British Colonial World
Coles, Kimberly Anne & Keller, Eve
(Routledge)
2018 : 05 368 p. Hardback 9781472479945 ￡175.00
This volume presents a comprehensive examination of the scholarship on women and gender in Anglophone literature during the early
modern period. It examines women’s lives, their practical and cultural work, the ideologies of gender that underwrite cultural production, and
the divide between ideology and lived experience.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
献体の来世：科学・服喪・ホイットマンの南北戦争
The Afterlives of Specimens: Science, Mourning, and Whitman's Civil War
Tuggle, Lindsay

Iowa Whitman Series (Univ. of Iowa Pr.)
2017 : 11 276 p.

Paperback 9781609385392 US$65.00

The Afterlives of Specimens explores the space between science and sentiment, the historical moment when the human cadaver became
both lost love object and subject of anatomical violence. Walt Whitman witnessed rapid changes in relations between the living and the dead.
In the space of a few decades, dissection evolved from a posthumous punishment inflicted on criminals to an element of preservationist
technology worthy of Abraham Lincoln's martyred corpse. Whitman transitioned from a fervent opponent of medical bodysnatching to a literary
celebrity who left behind instructions for his own autopsy, including the removal of his brain for scientific study.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
本は本から作られる：コーマック・マッカーシーの文学的影響
Books Are Made Out of Books: A Guide to Cormac McCarthy's Literary Influences
Crews, Michael Lynn

Southwestern Writers Collection (Univ. of Texas Pr.)
2017 : 08 356 p. Hardback 9781477313480 US$35.00
The Wittliff Collection at Texas State University acquired McCarthy’s literary archive in 2007. In Books Are Made Out of Books, Michael Lynn
Crews thoroughly mines the archive to identify nearly 150 writers and thinkers that McCarthy himself references in early drafts, marginalia,
notes, and correspondence. Crews organizes the references into chapters devoted to McCarthy’s published works, the unpublished
screenplay Whales and Men, and McCarthy’s correspondence.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ディキンソンの感性、フロストの森
Dickinson's Nerves, Frost's Woods: Poetry in the Shadow of the Past
Logan, William
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 06 352 p. Hardback 9780231186148 US$35.00
Logan returns to some of the greatest poems in English literature to reveal what we may not have seen before and what his critical eye can
do with what he loves. In essays that pair different poems - “Ozymandias,” “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer,” “In a Station of the
Metro,” “The Red Wheelbarrow,” “After great pain, a formal feeling comes,” and “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,” among others Logan reconciles history and poetry to provide new ways of reading poets ranging from Shakespeare and Shelley to Lowell and Heaney.
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【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ヘンリー・ミラーについて
On Henry Miller: Or, How to Be an Anarchist
Burnside, John

Writers on Writers (Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 03 216 p. Hardback 9780691166872 \3,140
Miller wrote that "there is no salvation in becoming adapted to a world which is crazy," and in this short, engaging, and personal book,
Burnside shows how Miller teaches us to become less adapted to the world, to resist a life sentence to the prison of social, intellectual,
emotional, and material conditioning. Exploring the full range of Miller's work, and giving special attention to The Air-Conditioned Nightmare
and The Colossus of Maroussi, Burnside shows how, with humor and wisdom, Miller illuminates the misunderstood tradition of anarchist
thought. Along the way, Burnside reflects on Rimbaud's enormous influence on Miller, as well as on how Rimbaud and Miller have influenced his own writing.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ホイットマンとディキンソン：対話
Whitman & Dickinson: A Colloquy
Athenot, Eric & Miller, Cristanne (ed.)

Iowa Whitman Series (Univ. of Iowa Pr.)
2018 : 01 276 p.

Paperback 9781609385316 US$65.00

Whitman & Dickinson is the first collection to bring together original essays by European and North American scholars directly linking the
poetry and ideas of Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson. The essays present intersections between these great figures across several fields of
study, rehearsing well-established topics from new perspectives, opening entirely new areas of investigation, and providing new information
about Whitman’s and Dickinson’s lives, work, and reception.

【日本文学・日本語】
19 世紀日本の詩、印刷物、共同体
Idly Scribbling Rhymers: Poetry, Print, and Community in Nineteenth-Century Japan
Tuck, Robert

Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute, Columbia University (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 07 320 p. Hardback 9780231187343 US$65.00
Structured around the work of the poet and critic Masaoka Shiki, Idly Scribbling Rhymers considers how poetic genres were read, written,
and discussed within the emergent worlds of the newspaper and literary periodical in Meiji Japan. Tuck details attempts to cast each of the
three traditional poetic genres of haiku, kanshi, and waka as Japan’s national poetry. He analyzes the nature and boundaries of the concepts
of national-poetic community that were meant to accompany literary production, showing that Japan’s visions of community were defined by
processes of hierarchy and exclusion, and deeply divided along lines of social class, gender, and political affiliation.

【日本文学・日本語】
英訳 『御伽草子』
Monsters, Animals, and Other Worlds: A Collection of Short Medieval Japanese Tales
Kimbrough, Keller & Shirane, Haruo (ed.)

Translations from the Asian Classics (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 02 456 p. Hardback 9780231184465 US$120.00 Paperback 9780231184472 US$40.00
These stories, called otogizōshi, or Muromachi tales (named after the Muromachi period, 1337 to 1573), date from approximately the
fourteenth through seventeenth centuries. Often richly illustrated in a painted-scroll format, these vernacular stories frequently express
Buddhist beliefs and provide the practical knowledge and moral education required to navigate medieval Japanese society.

【日本研究】
英訳『更級日記』
The Sarashina Diary: A Woman's Life in Eleventh-Century Japan (Reader's Edition). 2nd ed
Sugawara no Takasue no Musume / Arntzen, Sonja & Itō, Moriyuki (trans.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 176 p. Hardback 9780231186766 US$50.00 Paperback 9780231186773 US$16.00
This reader’s edition streamlines Sonja Arntzen and Moriyuki Itō’s acclaimed translation of the Sarashina Diary for general readers and
classroom use. This translation captures the lyrical richness of the original text while revealing its subtle structure and ironic meaning,
highlighting the author’s deep concern for Buddhist belief and practice and the juxtaposition of poetic passages and narrative prose. The
translators’ commentary offers insight into the author’s family and world, as well as the style, structure, and textual history of her work.
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【日本文学・日本語】
ジョン・ネイスン著『漱石：近代日本の偉大な作家』
Sōseki: Modern Japan's Greatest Novelist
Nathan, John

Asia Perspectives: History, Society, and Culture (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 04 320 p. Hardback 9780231171427 US$35.00
In this biography, John Nathan provides a lucid and vivid account of a great writer laboring to create a remarkably original oeuvre in spite
of the physical and mental illness that plagued him all his life. He traces Sōseki’s complex and contradictory character, offering rigorous
close readings of Sōseki’s groundbreaking experiments with narrative strategies, irony, and multiple points of view as well as recounting
excruciating hospital stays and recurrent attacks of paranoid delusion.

【文章作法・編集法・修辞学・翻訳論】
ラウトレッジ版翻訳と文化ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Culture
Harding, Sue-Ann

Routledge Handbooks in Translation and Interpreting Studies (Routledge)
2018 : 03 620 p. Hardback 9781138946309 ￡175.00
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Culture collects into a single volume thirty-two state-of-the-art chapters written by international
specialists, overviewing the ways in which Translation Studies has both informed, and been informed by, interdisciplinary approaches to
culture.

【言語学全般】
消滅危機言語目録
Cataloguing the World's Endangered Languages
Campbell, Lyle & Belew, Anna (ed.)
(Routledge)
2018 : 02 300 p. Hardback 9781138922082 ￡175.00
Cataloguing the World’s Endangered Languages brings together the results of the extensive and influential Catalogue of Endangered
Languages (ELCat) project. Based on the findings from the most extensive endangered languages research project, this is the most
comprehensive source of accurate information on endangered languages. The book presents the academic and scientific findings that
underpin the online Catalogue, located at www.endangeredlanguages.com, making it an essential companion to the website for academics
and researchers working in this area.

【言語学全般】
第二言語学習者の肖像
Portraits of Second Language Learners: An L2 Learner Agency Perspective
Muramatsu, Chie

Second Language Acquisition (Multilingual Matters)
2018 : 05 296 p. Hardback 9781783099870 ￡109.95
Using second language (L2) socialization theory as a theoretical framework, this book investigates the ways in which four advanced learners
of Japanese on an immersion program in the USA exercise their agency to pursue their language learning goals. The work presents their
learner portraits and documents the different ways in which the four learners negotiate the meaning of their participations in the new
community of practice, navigate and shape the trajectories of their learning and eventually achieve their goals of learning from their emic
perspectives.
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【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】
翻訳不可能性
Untranslatability
Large, Duncan et al. (ed.)

Routledge Advances in Translation and Interpreting Studies (Routledge)
2018 : 03 208 p. Hardback 9781138082571 ￡115.00
One of editors: Motoko Akashi is a postgraduate researcher in the School of Literature, Drama and Creative Writing at the University of East
Anglia, UK.
This volume is the first of its kind to explore the notion of untranslatability from a wide variety of interdisciplinary perspectives and its
implications within the broader context of translation studies. Featuring contributions from both leading authorities and emerging scholars
in the field, the book looks to go beyond traditional comparisons of target texts and their sources to more rigorously investigate the myriad ways in which the term
untranslatability is both conceptualized and applied.

【社会言語学】
言語の植民地化：現代日本と朝鮮における文化的生産と言語政治
Colonizing Language: Cultural Production and Language Politics in Modern Japan and Korea
Yi, Christina
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 248 p. Hardback 9780231184205 US$65.00
In Colonizing Language, Christina Yi investigates how linguistic nationalism and national identity intersect in the formation of modern literary
canons through an examination of Japanese-language cultural production by Korean and Japanese writers from the 1930s through the
1950s, analyzing how key texts were produced, received, and circulated during the rise and fall of the Japanese empire.

【文法学】
文法構造の諸様相
Aspects of Grammatical Architecture
Rouveret, Alain

Routledge Leading Linguists (Routledge)
2018 : 01 408 p. Hardback 9781138082472 ￡115.00
This volume collects thirteen of the author’s previously published papers from the last 25 years which explore various aspects of grammatical
architecture from a minimalist perspective. The book examines the structural architectures of phrases and clauses, clitics, and derivations,
and draws on examples from a broad range of languages to demonstrate these principles in practice, including French, European
Portuguese, Welsh, German, and English. The final section of the book highlights the author’s most recently published work, paving the way
for future directions for further research on grammatical architecture from a minimalist perspective.

【文法学】
状況と統語構造
Situations and Syntactic Structures: Rethinking Auxiliaries and Order in English
Ramchand, Gillian Catriona

Linguistic Inquiry Monographs (MIT Pr.)
2018 : 05 248 p. Hardback 9780262037754 US$70.00 Paperback 9780262535038 US$35.00
In Situations and Syntactic Structures, Gillian Ramchand explores the hierarchy of the verb phrase from a semantic perspective, attempting to
derive it from semantically sorted zones in the compositional semantics. The empirical ground is the auxiliary ordering found in the grammar
of English. The “situation” in the title refers to the semanticists’ notion of eventuality that is the central element of the ontology of the formal
semantics of verbal meaning.
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【世界の諸言語】
ラウトレッジ版アジアの言語ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Asian Languages
Bisang, Walter (ed.)

Routledge Language Handbooks (Routledge)
2018 : 03 800 p. Hardback 9781138788237 ￡250.00
Asia is not only the world’s largest and most populous continent, it is also the home of about 2,300 currently spoken languages which reflect
its enormous ethnic and cultural diversity. Its vast population does not only speak widely known languages like Chinese, Hindi, Urdu, Arabic,
Russian, Japanese, Korean, Turkish and Persian, but also a large number of languages spoken by small speech communities, among them
Burushaski, Chukchi, Hmong, Ket, Semelai and Tzez.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
民主主義はグローバルな資本主義を生き残れるか
Can Democracy Survive Global Capitalism?
Kuttner, Robert
(W.W. Norton)
2018 : 04 368 p. Hardback 9780393609936 US$27.95
Can Democracy Survive Global Capitalism? argues that neither trade nor immigration nor technological change is responsible for the harm
to workers’ prospects. According to Robert Kuttner, global capitalism is to blame. By limiting workers’ rights, liberating bankers, allowing
corporations to evade taxation, and preventing nations from assuring economic security, raw capitalism strikes at the very foundation of a
healthy democracy.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
アダム・S・ポーゼン他編『低生産性に直面して』
Facing Up to Low Productivity Growth
Posen, Adam & Zettelmeyer, Jeromin (ed.)
(Peterson Institute)
2018 : 05 175 p.

Paperback 9780881327311 US$23.95

In this volume, a dozen renowned scholars analyze the impact of sustained lower productivity growth on public finances, social protection,
trade, capital flows, wages, inequality, and, ultimately, politics in the advanced industrial world. They conclude that slow productivity growth
could lead to unpredictable and possibly dangerous new problems, aggravating inequality and increasing concentration of market power.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
経済成長の起こしかた
How Growth Really Happens: The Making of Economic Miracles through Production, Governance,
and Skills
Best, Michael H.
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 296 p. Hardback 9780691179254 \4,100
This production-centric framework is the culmination of three simultaneous journeys. The first has been Best's visits to hundreds of factories
worldwide, starting early as the son of a labor organizer and continuing through his work as an academic and industrial consultant. The
second is a survey of two-hundred years of economic thought from Babbage to Krugman, with stops along the way for Marx, Marshall, Young,
Penrose, Richardson, Schumpeter, Kuznets, Abramovitz, Keynes, and Jacobs. The third is a tour of historical episodes of successful and failed transformations, focusing
sharply on three core elements--the production system, business organization, and skill formation - and their interconnections.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
カウシック・バスー著『信仰の共和国』
The Republic of Beliefs: A New Approach to Law and Economics
Basu, Kaushik
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 304 p. Hardback 9780691177687 \4,800
In The Republic of Beliefs, Kaushik Basu, one of the world's leading economists, argues that the traditional economic analysis of the law has
significant flaws and has failed to answer certain critical questions satisfactorily. Why are good laws drafted but never implemented? When
laws are unenforced, is it a failure of the law or the enforcers? And, most important, considering that laws are simply words on paper, why are
they effective? Basu offers a provocative alternative to how the relationship between economics and real-world law enforcement should be
understood.
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】
アダム・S・ポーゼン他編『アジアの経済成長を維持する』
Sustaining Economic Growth in Asia
Posen, Adam et al. (ed.)
(Peterson Institute)
2018 : 05 175 p.

Paperback 9780881327335 US$23.95

Sustaining Economic Growth in Asia explores the relevance to several Asian economies of the diagnosis known as “secular stagnation.”
Leading experts on the region discuss the fiscal and monetary policy challenges of reviving growth without generating domestic financial
imbalances. The essays on innovation, demographics, spillovers, and various policy proposals are accompanied by case studies focusing on
Japan, South Korea, China, India, and Indonesia.

【各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理】
中国経済

第2版

The Chinese Economy: Adaptation and Growth. 2nd ed
Naughton, Barry J.

The Chinese Economy (MIT Pr.)
2018 : 02 600 p.

Paperback 9780262534796 US$40.00

In The Chinese Economy, Barry Naughton provides both a broadly focused introduction to China's economy since 1949 and original insights
based on his own extensive research. This second edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect a decade of developments in China’s
economy, notably the end of the period of “miracle growth” and the multiple transitions it now confronts - demographic, technological,
macroeconomic, and institutional. Coverage of macroeconomic and financial policy has been significantly expanded.

【ミクロ経済学・企業論】
グローバル化するイノベーション
Globalizing Innovation: State Institutions and Foreign Direct Investment in Emerging Economies
Egan, Patrick J.W.
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 12 312 p. Hardback 9780262037358 US$35.00
In the past, multinational firms have looked to developing countries as sources of raw materials, markets, or production efficiencies, but rarely
as locations for innovation. Today, however, R&D facilities and other indicators of multinational-linked innovation are becoming more common
in emerging economies. In this book, Patrick Egan investigates patterns of inward foreign direct investment (FDI) in developing countries,
considering the impact of host country institutions and policy on the innovative activities undertaken by multinational firms.

【通貨・金融・保険】
ダニエル・コーエン著『成長へのはてなき欲望』
The Infinite Desire for Growth
Cohen, Daniel / Todd, Jane Marie (trans.)
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 184 p. Hardback 9780691172538 \3,420
Leading economist Daniel Cohen provides a whirlwind tour of the history of economic growth, from the early days of civilization to modern
times, underscoring what is so unsettling today. The new digital economy is establishing a "zero-cost" production model, inexpensive software
is taking over basic tasks, and years of exploiting the natural world have begun to backfire with deadly consequences. Working hard no longer
guarantees social inclusion or income. Drawing on economics, anthropology, and psychology, and thinkers ranging from Rousseau to Keynes
and Easterlin, Cohen examines how a future less dependent on material gain might be considered and, how, in a culture of competition, individual desires might be better
attuned to the greater needs of society.

【通貨・金融・保険】
命の値段：より安全な社会への指針
Pricing Lives: Guideposts for a Safer Society
Viscusi, W. Kip
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 280 p. Hardback 9780691179216 \4,800
Like it or not, sometimes we need to put a monetary value on people's lives. In the past, government agencies used the financial cost of
death to monetize the mortality risks of regulatory policies, but this method vastly undervalued life. Pricing Lives tells the story of how the
government came to adopt an altogether different approach--the value of a statistical life, or VSL - and persuasively shows how its widespread
adoption could result in a safer and more equitable society for everyone.
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【通貨・金融・保険】
エリック・A・ポズナー他著『ラディカル・マーケット』
Radical Markets: Uprooting Capitalism and Democracy for a Just Society
Posner, Eric A. & Weyl, E. Glen
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 352 p. Hardback 9780691177502 \4,100
Many blame today's economic inequality, stagnation, and political instability on the free market. The solution is to rein in the market, right?
Radical Markets turns this thinking--and pretty much all conventional thinking about markets, both for and against - on its head. The book
reveals bold new ways to structure markets for the good of everyone. It shows how the emancipatory force of genuinely open, free, and
competitive markets can reawaken the dormant nineteenth-century spirit of liberal reform and lead to greater equality, prosperity, and
cooperation.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】
変貌する世界経済のなかでの比較経済学

第3版

Comparative Economics in a Transforming World Economy. 3rd ed
Rosser, J. Barkley & Rosser, Marina V.

Comparative Economics in a Transforming World Economy (MIT Pr.)
2018 : 01 744 p. Hardback 9780262037334 US$125.00
Comparative economics, with its traditional dichotomies of socialism versus capitalism, private versus state, and planning versus market,
is changing. This innovative textbook offers a new approach to understanding different economic systems that reflects both recent
transformations in the world economy and recent changes in the field.This new edition examines a wide variety of institutional and systemic
arrangements, many of which reflect deep roots in countries’ cultures and histories.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】
生産的混乱の時代のグローバルな金融管理と開発ファイナンス
When Things Don't Fall Apart: Global Financial Governance and Developmental Finance in an Age
of Productive Incoherence
Grabel, Ilene
(MIT Pr.)
2018 : 01 400 p. Hardback 9780262037259 US$35.00
In When Things Don’t Fall Apart, Ilene Grabel challenges the dominant view that the global financial crisis had little effect on global financial
governance and developmental finance. Most observers discount all but grand, systemic ruptures in institutions and policy. Grabel argues
instead that the global crisis induced inconsistent and ad hoc discontinuities in global financial governance and developmental finance
that are now having profound effects on emerging market and developing economies. Grabel’s chief normative claim is that the resulting incoherence in global financial
governance is productive rather than debilitating.

【資源・エネルギー・環境】
気象危機に対処する
Coping with the Climate Crisis: Mitigation Policies and Global Coordination
Arezki, Rabah (ed.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 05 208 p. Hardback 9780231187565 US$60.00
Reducing carbon emissions is the most complex political and economic problem humanity has ever confronted. Coping with the Climate
Crisis brings together leading experts from academia and policy circles to explore issues related to the implementation of the goals of the
COP21 Paris Agreement and the challenges of accelerating the transition toward sustainable development.
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【資源・エネルギー・環境】
ゲーム理論と気候変動
Game Theory and Climate Change
Chander, Parkash
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 336 p. Hardback 9780231184649 US$70.00
Chander shows that a game-theoretic approach, which offers insight into the nature of interactions between sovereign countries behaving
strategically and the kinds of outcomes such interactions produce, can illuminate how best to achieve international agreements in support
of climate-change mitigation strategies. Game Theory and Climate Change develops a conceptual framework with which to analyze climate
change as a strategic or dynamic game, bringing together cooperative and noncooperative game theory and providing practical analyses of
international negotiations.

【労働・雇用・労使関係】
低賃金移民労働者のためのよりよい労働市場を目指して
Towards a Decent Labour Market for Low Waged Migrant Workers
Rijken, Conny & de Lange, Tesseltje (eds.)
(Amsterdam U.P.)
2018 : 01 226 p. Hardback 9789462987555 ￡75.00
This anthology analyses low-wage migrant workers in Europe from many perspectives, including migration policies, human rights, economics,
and more. Free movement of workers and services in the EU calls into question the extent to which the labour market and its institutions are
able to counteract negative consequences, such as downward wage pressures and abuse of workers.

【経営管理】
計量の暴虐
The Tyranny of Metrics
Muller, Jerry Z.
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 01 232 p. Hardback 9780691174952 \3,420
Today, organizations of all kinds are ruled by the belief that the path to success is quantifying human performance, publicizing the results, and
dividing up the rewards based on the numbers. But in our zeal to instill the evaluation process with scientific rigor, we've gone from measuring
performance to fixating on measuring itself. The result is a tyranny of metrics that threatens the quality of our lives and most important
institutions. In this timely and powerful book, Jerry Muller uncovers the damage our obsession with metrics is causing--and shows how we
can begin to fix the problem.

【政治社会学・社会運動・紛争・統制】
ヨーロッパの啓蒙思想とアジアの出会い
Unfabling the East: The Enlightenment's Encounter with Asia
Osterhammel, Jürgen / Savage, Robert (trans.)
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 672 p. Hardback 9780691172729 \4,800
During the long eighteenth century, Europe's travelers, scholars, and intellectuals looked to Asia in a spirit of puzzlement, irony, and
openness. In this panoramic and colorful book, Jürgen Osterhammel tells the story of the European Enlightenment's nuanced encounter with
the great civilizations of the East, from the Ottoman Empire and India to China and Japan.

【社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障】
ジョセフ・E・スティグリッツ他編『福祉国家再考』
The Welfare State Revisited
Ocampo, José Antonio & Stiglitz, Joseph E. (ed.)

Initiative for Policy Dialogue at Columbia: Challenges in Development and Globalization (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 384 p. Hardback 9780231185448 US$70.00
The welfare state has been under attack for decades, but now more than ever there is a need for strong social programs - the best tools we
have to combat inequality, support social justice, and even improve economic performance. In this book, José Antonio Ocampo and Joseph
E. Stiglitz bring together distinguished contributors to examine the global variations of social programs and make the case for a redesigned
twenty-first-century welfare state.
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【公共政策・治安・防災】
敵か味方か：アメリカの対テロ戦争への助力と妨害
With Us and Against Us: How America's Partners Help and Hinder the War on Terror
Tankel, Stephen

Columbia Studies in Terrorism and Irregular Warfare (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 04 352 p. Hardback 9780231168106 US$90.00 Paperback 9780231168113 US$30.00
In With Us and Against Us, Stephen Tankel analyzes the factors that shape counterterrorism cooperation, examining the ways partner
nations aid international efforts, as well as the ways they encumber and impede effective action. He considers the changing nature of
counterterrorism, exploring how counterterrorism efforts after 9/11 critically differ both from those that existed beforehand and from traditional
alliances.

【政治学全般】
リベラルな秩序のなかの混沌：21 世紀のトランプ大統領と国際政治
Chaos in the Liberal Order: The Trump Presidency and International Politics in the Twenty-First
Century
Jervis, Robert et al. (ed.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 06 416 p. Hardback 9780231188340 US$90.00 Paperback 9780231188357 US$30.00
Contributors situate Trump among past foreign policy upheavals and enduring models for global governance, seeking to understand how and
why he departs from precedents and norms. The book considers key issues, such as what Trump means for America’s role in the world; the
relationship between domestic and international politics; and Trump’s place in the rise of the far right worldwide.

【政治学全般】
ミャンマーのロヒンギャ問題
Myanmar's Rohingya Conflict
Ware, Anthony & Laoutides, Costas
(Hurst)
2018 : 05 224 p.

Paperback 9781849049047 ￡20.00

Exploring this long-running tripartite conflict between the Rohingya, Rakhine and Burman ethnic groups, this book offers a new analysis of the
complexities of the conflict: the fears and motivations driving it and the competition to control historical representations and collective memory.
By questioning these competing narratives, offering detailed sociopolitical analysis and examining the international dimensions of the conflict,
this book offers new insights into what is preventing a peaceful resolution to this intractable conflict.

【政治学全般】
アジア太平洋地域を超えた新しい ASEAN
The New ASEAN in Asia Pacific and Beyond
Narine, Shaun
(Lynne Rienner)
2018 : 03 290 p. Hardback 9781626376892 US$79.95
Refuting criticisms that call into question the effectiveness, and even the purpose, of ASEAN, Shaun Narine traces the organization's political
and economic development and explores its impact within Southeast Asia and beyond. Narine considers ASEAN's role both regionally and
with regard to the external powers - China, the United States, Japan, Russia, and increasingly India - whose interests so strongly influence
the regional environment. His comprehensive, multilayered analysis critically addresses the question of just how ASEAN is evolving to fit the
demands of a new era.
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【政治学全般】
超大国の心理学
Psychology of a Superpower: Security and Dominance in U.S. Foreign Policy
Fettweis, Christopher
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 05 288 p. Hardback 9780231187701 US$90.00 Paperback 9780231187718 US$30.00
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States emerged as the world’s sole superpower, which was the dawn of an international
order known as unipolarity. The ramifications of imbalanced power extend around the globe - including the country at the center. What has the
sudden realization that it stands alone atop the international hierarchy done to the United States? In Psychology of a Superpower, Christopher J.
Fettweis examines how unipolarity affects the way U.S. leaders conceive of their role, make strategy, and perceive America’s place in the
world.

【政治学全般】
世界政治における二極性への回帰
The Return of Bipolarity in World Politics: China, the United States, and Geostructural Realism
Tunsjo, Oystein
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 02 288 p. Hardback 9780231176545 US$65.00
The Return of Bipolarity in World Politics surveys the new era of superpowers to argue that the combined effects of the narrowing power gap
between China and the United States and the widening power gap between China and any third-ranking power portend a new bipolar system
that will differ in crucial ways from that of the last century.

【政治学全般】
公平な社会を目指して：スティグリッツと 21 世紀の経済学
Toward a Just Society: Joseph Stiglitz and Twenty-First Century Economics
Guzman, Martin (ed.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 07 640 p. Hardback 9780231186728 US$75.00
This collection of essays reflects how modern economics has been shaped by Joseph Stiglitz, one of the world’s greatest economists.
The contributions to this volume, all penned by high-profile authors who have been guided by or collaborated with Stiglitz over the last five
decades, span microeconomics, macroeconomics, inequality, development, law and economics, and public policy, touching on many of the
central debates and discoveries of the field and providing insights on the directions that academic economics could take in the future.

【政治学全般】
新金ぴか時代の政治的不平等と民衆の声
Unequal and Unrepresented: Political Inequality and the People's Voice in the New Gilded Age
Schlozman, Kay Lehman et al.
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 06 328 p. Hardback 9780691180557 \4,100
The Declaration of Independence proclaims equality as a foundational American value. However, Unequal and Unrepresented finds that
political voice in America is not only unequal but also unrepresentative. Those who are well educated and affluent carry megaphones. The
less privileged speak in a whisper. Relying on three decades of research and an enormous wealth of information about politically individuals
and organizations, Kay Schlozman, Henry Brady, and Sidney Verba offer a concise synthesis and update of their groundbreaking work on
political participation.

【社会勢力と政治】
選ばれていない権力
Unelected Power: The Quest for Legitimacy in Central Banking and the Regulatory State
Tucker, Paul
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 448 p. Hardback 9780691176734 \4,800
Central bankers have emerged from the financial crisis as the third great pillar of unelected power alongside the judiciary and the military.
They pull the regulatory and financial levers of our economic well-being, yet unlike democratically elected leaders, their power does not come
directly from the people. Unelected Power lays out the principles needed to ensure that central bankers, technocrats, regulators, and other
agents of the administrative state remain stewards of the common good and do not become overmighty citizens.
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【国際関係論】
ベルナルド・ブラウン（国際基督教大学教養学部助教授）他編『アジアの移民と宗教的経験』
Asian Migrants and Religious Experience: From Missionary Journeys to Labor Mobility
Brown, Bernardo & Yeoh, Brenda (ed.)

New Mobilities in Asia (Amsterdam U.P.)
2018 : 02 312 p. Hardback 9789462982321 ￡85.00
Typically, scholars approach migrants’ religions as a safeguard of cultural identity, something that connects migrants to their communities
of origin. This ethnographic anthology challenges that position by reframing the religious experiences of migrants as a transformative
force capable of refashioning narratives of displacement into journeys of spiritual awakening and missionary calling. These essays explore
migrants’ motivations in support of an argument that to travel inspires a search for new meaning in religion.

【国際関係論】
矛盾する超大国：中国・インドとアメリカの協力
The Conflicted Superpower: America's Collaboration with China and India in Global Innovation
Kennedy, Andrew

A Nancy Bernkopf Tucker and Warren I. Cohen Book on American-East Asian Relations (Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 256 p. Hardback 9780231185547 US$60.00
In this new world, the technological leadership of the United States increasingly involves collaboration with other countries. China and India
have emerged as particularly prominent partners, unrivaled suppliers of intellectual talent to the United States, and U.S. companies are the
largest foreign investors in research and development in both countries. In The Conflicted Superpower, Andrew Kennedy explores how the
world’s most powerful country navigates the policy of its collaboration with these two rising powers.

【国際関係論】
ジェフリー・サックス著『新しい外交政策：アメリカ例外主義を越えて』
A New Foreign Policy: Beyond American Exceptionalism
Sache, Jeffrey D.
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 06 128 p. Hardback 9780231188487 US$17.95
In this incisive and forceful book, Jeffrey D. Sachs provides the blueprint for a new foreign policy that embraces global cooperation,
international law, and aspirations for worldwide prosperity - not nationalism and gauzy dreams of past glory. He argues that America’s
approach to the world must shift from military might and wars of choice to technological dynamism and a commitment to shared objectives of
sustainable development.

【国際関係論】
猪口孝（東京大学名誉教授）編『セイジ版アジアの外交政策ハンドブック

全 2 巻』

The Sage Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy. 2 vols
Inoguchi, Takashi (ed.)
(Sage)
2018 : 12

Hardback 9781473977990 ￡240.00

The Sage Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview on Asia's foreign policy
and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia's international relations first, and bringing together
an authoritative assenbly of contributors from across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western intellectual traditions in Asia.

【国際関係論】
中露国境の経済における信頼と不信
Trust and Mistrust in the Economies of the China-Russia Borderlands
Humphrey, Caroline (ed.)

Asian Borderlands (Amsterdam U.P.)
2018 : 02 272 p. Hardback 9789089649829 ￡85.00
The first English-language book to focus on northeast Sino-Russian border economies, Trust and Mistrust in the Economies of the ChinaRussia Borderlands examines how trans-border economies function in practice. The authors offer an anthropological understanding of trust in
juxtaposition to the economy and the state. They argue that the history of suspicion and the securitised character of the Sino-Russian border
mean that trust is at a premium.
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【各国の外交】
アメリカ外交小史
A Nation Like All Others: A Brief History of American Foreign Relations
Cohen, Warren
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 03 352 p. Hardback 9780231175661 US$35.00
Cohen offers a brisk, argumentative history that confronts the concept of American exceptionalism and decries the lack of moral imagination
in American foreign policy. He begins with the foreign policy of colonial and postrevolutionary America, exploring interactions with European
powers and Native Americans and the implications of slavery and westward expansion.

【軍事学】
漫画で読む孫子の「兵法」
The Art of War: An Illustrated Edition
Sunzi / Tsai, C.C. (illust.)

The Illustrated Library of Chinese Classics (Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 304 p.

Paperback 9780691179780 \3,140

C. C. Tsai is one of Asia's most popular cartoonists, and his editions of the Chinese classics have sold more than 40 million copies in over
twenty languages. This volume presents Tsai's delightful graphic adaptation of Sunzi's Art of War, the most profound book on warfare and
strategy ever written--a work that continues to be read as a handbook for success not just by military commanders but by also leaders in
politics, business, and many other fields.

【軍事学】
ギャレン・ムロイ（大東文化大学国際関係学部准教授）著『日本の自衛隊：戦後日本の軍事史』
Defenders of Japan: The Post-Imperial Armed Forces 1946-2016, A History
Mulloy, Garren
(Hurst)
2018 : 06 320 p. Hardback 9781849048934 ￡30.00
Japan’s post-war armed forces are a paradox, both embarrassing remnants of the past and valuable repositories of experience. This book
charts the development of the Japan Self-Defence Forces (JSDF) from 1954 as both unorthodox military institutions and servants of a civil
society that decries militarism.

【認識論】
ポスト・トゥルース
Post-Truth
McIntyre, Lee

The MIT Press Essential Knowledge (MIT Pr.)
2018 : 02 224 p.

Paperback 9780262535045 US$15.95

Are we living in a post-truth world, where “alternative facts” replace actual facts and feelings have more weight than evidence? How did we
get here? In this volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, Lee McIntyre traces the development of the post-truth phenomenon
from science denial through the rise of “fake news,” from our psychological blind spots to the public’s retreat into “information silos.”

【古代哲学・中世哲学・古典学】
デモステネス『弁論集 23-26』
Demosthenes, Speeches 23-26
Harris, Edward (trans.)

The Oratory of Classical Greece, 15 (Univ. of Texas Pr.)
2018 : 01 306 p. Hardback 9781477313510 US$55.00 Paperback 9781477313527 US$24.95
This is the fifteenth volume in the Oratory of Classical Greece. This series presents all of the surviving speeches from the late fifth and fourth
centuries BC in new translations prepared by classical scholars who are at the forefront of the discipline. These translations are especially
designed for the needs and interests of today’s undergraduates, Greekless scholars in other disciplines, and the general public. The final
volume in The Oratory of Classical Greece series presents four speeches by or falsely ascribed to the most renowned of the ancient Greek
orators, Demosthenes, which have not been translated in recent times.
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【東洋哲学】
漫画で読む孔子の「論語」
The Analects of Confucius: An Illustrated Edition
Confucius / Tsai, C.C. (illust.)

The Illustrated Library of Chinese Classics (Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 304 p.

Paperback 9780691179759 \3,140

C. C. Tsai is one of Asia's most popular cartoonists, and his editions of the Chinese classics have sold more than 40 million copies in over
twenty languages. This volume presents Tsai's delightful graphic adaptation of The Analects of Confucius, one of the most influential books of
all time and a work that continues to inspire countless readers today.

【宗教学・宗教思想】
ラウトレッジ版宗教的自然主義ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Religious Naturalism
Crosby, Donald A. & Stone, Jerome A. (ed.)

Routledge Handbooks in Religion (Routledge)
2018 : 03 448 p. Hardback 9781138292079 ￡175.00
Comprising thirty-four chapters by a team of international contributors, the Handbook is divided into seven parts: Varieties of religious
naturalism and its relations to other outlooks / Some earlier religious naturalists / Pantheism, materialism, and the value-ladenness of nature
/ Ecology, humans, and politics in naturalistic perspective / Religious naturalism and traditional religions / Putting religious naturalism into
practice / Critical discussions of religious naturalism.

【仏教】
後期ビルマ王国の壁画にみる仏教美術と仏教説話
Buddhist Visual Cultures, Rhetoric, andNarrative in Late Burmese Wall Paintings
Green, Alexandra
(Hong Kong U.P.)
2018 : 01 248 p. Hardback 9789888390885 US$55.00
Step into a Burmese temple built between the late seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries and you are surrounded by a riot of color
and imagery. The majority of the highly detailed wall paintings displays Buddhist biographical narratives, inspiring the devotees to follow the
Buddha’s teachings. Alexandra Green goes one step further to consider the temples and their contents as a whole, arguing that the wall
paintings mediate the relationship between the architecture and the main Buddha statues in the temples.

【仏教】
中国語の仏典：入門書
Chinese Buddhist Texts: An Introductory Reader
Lock, Graham & Linebarger, Gary S.
(Routledge)
2018 : 03 176 p. Hardback 9781138953321 ￡105.00 Paperback 9781138953338 ￡29.99
Chinese Buddhist Texts is suitable for students who have completed the equivalent of at least one year’s college level study of Modern
Chinese and are familiar with roughly one thousand of the commonest Chinese characters. Previous study of Classical Chinese would be
an advantage, but is not assumed. It is an ideal textbook for students taking relevant courses in Chinese studies programs and in Buddhist
studies programs.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】
パブリック・ヒストリー必携
A Companion to Public History
Dean, David M.

Blackwell Companions to World History (Wiley-Blackwell)
2018 : 04 610 p. Hardback 9781118508947 US$165.00
This unique reference guides readers through this relatively new field of historical inquiry, exploring the varieties and forms of public history,
its relationship with popular history, and the ways in which the field has evolved internationally over the past thirty years. Comprised of thirtyfour essays written by a group of leading international scholars and public history practitioners, the work not only introduces readers to the
latest scholarly academic research, but also to the practice and pedagogy of public history.
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【日本研究】
バブル後の日本の消費生活
Consuming Life in Post-Bubble Japan: A Transdisciplinary Perspective
Cwiertka, Kasia & Machotka, Ewa (ed.)

Consumption and Sustainability in Asia, 1 (Amsterdam U.P.)
2018 : 01 256 p. Hardback 9789462980631 ￡90.00
This multidisciplinary book analyses the contradictory coexistence of consumerism and environmentalism in contemporary Japan. It focuses
on the dilemma that the diffusion of the concepts of sustainability and recycling has posed for everyday consumption practices, and on
how these concepts have affected, and were affected by, the production and consumption of art. Special attention is paid to the changes
in consumption practices and environmental consciousness among the Japanese public that have occurred since the 1990s and in the
aftermath of the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disasters of March 2011.

【日本研究】
サムライ・ベースボールの神話を問う
Contesting the Myths of Samurai Baseball: Cultural Representations of Japan's National Pastime
Keaveney, Christopher T.
(Hong Kong U.P.)
2018 : 04 240 p. Hardback 9789888455829 US$45.00
Keaveney explains the origins of the cultural construct “Samurai baseball” and reflects on the recurrences of these essentialist discourses at
critical junctures in Japan’s modern history. Since the early modern period, writers, filmmakers, and manga artists have alternately affirmed
and debunked these popular myths of baseball. This study presents an overview of these cultural products, beginning with Masaoka Shiki’s
pioneering baseball writings, then moves on to the long history of baseball films and the venerable tradition of baseball fiction, and finally
considers the substantial body of baseball manga and anime. Perhaps what is most striking is the continuous relevance of baseball and its values as a point of cultural
reference for the Japanese people; their engagement with baseball is a genuine national love affair.

【日本研究】
宮城

大蔵（上智大学大学院グローバル・スタディーズ研究科教授）著『日本による東南アジアの安定の探求』

Japan's Quest for Stability in Southeast Asia: Navigating the Turning Points in Postwar Asia
Miyagi, Taizo

Routledge Contemporary Japan Series (Routledge)
2017 : 12 134 p. Hardback 9781138103726 ￡115.00
More than any other region in the world, Asia has witnessed tremendous change in the post-war era. A continent once engulfed by
independence and revolution, and later by the Cold War and civil war, has now been transformed into the world’s most economically dynamic
region. What caused this change in Asia? The key to answering this question lies in the post-war history of maritime Asia and, in particular,
the path taken by the maritime nation of Japan.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】
バラク・オバマの大統領時代
The Presidency of Barack Obama: A First Historical Assessment
Zelizer, Julian E. (ed.)
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 03 328 p. Hardback 9780691160283 \4,800 Paperback 9780691182100 \3,420
Barack Obama's election as the first African American president seemed to usher in a new era, and he took office in 2009 with great
expectations. But by his second term, Republicans controlled Congress, and, after the 2016 presidential election, Obama's legacy and
the health of the Democratic Party itself appeared in doubt. In The Presidency of Barack Obama, Julian Zelizer gathers leading American
historians to put President Obama and his administration into political and historical context.
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【科学・技術全般】
アインシュタインの極東・中東旅行記
The Travel Diaries of Albert Einstein: The Far East, Palestine, and Spain, 1922-1923
Einstein, Albert / Rosenkranz, Ze'ev (ed.)
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 05 256 p. Hardback 9780691174419 \4,100
In the fall of 1922, Albert Einstein, along with his then-wife, Elsa Einstein, embarked on a five-and-a-half-month voyage to the Far East and
Middle East, regions that the renowned physicist had never visited before. Einstein's lengthy itinerary consisted of stops in Hong Kong and
Singapore, two brief stays in China, a six-week whirlwind lecture tour of Japan, a twelve-day tour of Palestine, and a three-week visit to Spain.
This handsome edition makes available, for the first time, the complete journal that Einstein kept on this momentous journey.

【生物学】
田端 純（国立研究開発法人農業・食品産業技術総合研究機構主任研究員）編『昆虫の化学生態学』
Chemical Ecology in Insects: Applications and Associations with Plants and Microbes
Tabata, Jun
(CRC Pr.)
2018 : 01 320 p. Hardback 9781498769402 ￡108.00
Insects have evolved very unique and interesting tactics using chemical signals to survive. Chemical ecology illustrates the working of the
biological network by means of chemical analyses. Recent advances in analytical technology have opened the way to a better understanding
of the more complicated and abyssal interactions of insects with other organisms including plants and microbes. This book covers recent
research on insects and chemical communications and presents the current status about challenges faced by chemical ecologists for the
management of pests in agriculture and human health.

【気象学・気候学】
気候変動：地球温暖化の科学とエネルギーの未来

第2版

Climate Change: The Science of Global Warming and Our Energy Future. 2nd ed
Mathez, Edmond A. & Smerdon, Jason E.
(Columbia U.P.)
2018 : 09 384 p. Hardback 9780231172820 US$150.00 Paperback 9780231172837 US$50.00
This second edition of Climate Change is an accessible and comprehensive guide to the science behind global warming. Exquisitely
illustrated, the text is geared toward students at a variety of levels. Edmond A. Mathez and Jason E. Smerdon provide a broad, informative
introduction to the science that underlies our understanding of the climate system and the effects of human activity on the warming of our
planet.

【物理学】
J. フォン・ノイマン著『新版：量子力学の数学的基礎』
Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. new ed
Von Neumann, John / Wheeler, Nicholas A. (ed.)
(Princeton U.P.)
2018 : 03 328 p. Hardback 9780691178561 \20,550 Paperback 9780691178578 \13,630
In this new edition of this classic work, mathematical physicist Nicholas Wheeler has completely reset the book in TeX, making the text
and equations far easier to read. He has also corrected a handful of typographic errors, revised some sentences for clarity and readability,
provided an index for the first time, and added prefatory remarks drawn from the writings of Léon Van Hove and Freeman Dyson. The result
brings new life to an essential work in theoretical physics and mathematics.
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【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】
ディープラーニング革命
The Deep Learning Revolution
Sejnowski, Terrence J.
(MIT Pr.)
2018 : 05 256 p. Hardback 9780262038034 US$27.95
The deep learning revolution has brought us driverless cars, the greatly improved Google Translate, fluent conversations with Siri and
Alexa, and enormus profits from automated trading on the New York Stock Exchange. Deep learning networks can play poker better than
professional poker players and defeat a world champion at Go. In this book, Terry Sejnowski explains how deep learning went from being an
arcane academic field to a disruptive technology in the information economy.

◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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